Abstract-This paper largely deals with the Semantic problem and generation of semantic relations, which are difficult problems in the field of natural language processing. In this work we looked at it through the knowledge based perspective and language phenomena in terms of rules and dictionary features. The work is more focused on solving the problems of Bangla sentences, thereby improving the accuracy of analysis process. The problem needs, particularly, a knowledge intensive solution. We have used insights from linguistics, towards solving this problem. Also, the usefulness of automatic extraction of features for words in the dictionary becomes evident through the work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Syntax as part of grammar is a description of how words grouped and connected to each other in a sentence. There is a good definition of syntax for programming languages: "… syntax usually entails the transformation of a linear sequence of tokens (a token is key to an individual word or punctuation mark in a natural language) into a hierarchical syntax tree". Later we will see that the same definition also can be used for NL. Main problems on this level are: part of speech tagging (POS tagging), chunking or detecting syntactic categories (verb, noun phrases) and sentence assembling (constructing syntax tree).
Semantics and its understanding as a study of meaning covers most complex tasks like: finding synonyms, word sense disambiguation, constructing question-answering systems, translating from one NL to another, populating base of knowledge. Basically one needs to complete morphological and syntactical analysis before trying to solve any semantic problem.
In this paper we present the Root Word analysis of Bangla Sentences for UNL system. The major components of our research works touches upon
1) Different types of Ambiguity that is caused by Bangla Root Word
2) UNL Expression of the Bangla Root word and 3) Bangla sentences analysis. In section 2 we describe the Bangla Sentence structure.
In sections 3 and 4, we present our main works that include all the above three components
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Structural Ambiguity
A word, phrase, sentence or other communication is called ambiguous if it can be interpreted in more than one way. If the ambiguity is because of a multiple meanings of a word, it is called lexical ambiguity. One type of ambiguity, called structural ambiguity, arises due to more than one possible structure for the sentence.
ছেলেটি ভাে গান গায় ।
It has two English translation one is "The boy sings well " or " The boy sings good song" in the first sentence it means he has a good singing voice and in the second sentence it means that the meaning of his song is good.
B. Attachment ambiguity
This is a specific type of structural ambiguity in which a clause or a phrase has more than one possible association in the tree structure of the sentence of which it is a part. If the ambiguity is about the attachment of a clause then it is called clause attachment and if it is about attachment of prepositional phrase it is called prepositional phrase attachment. Depending on the site of attachment there are at least two possibilities, noun attachment or verb attachment. For example, ছে বই পলে । "means He reads a book" ছে হাটলে গগলয় পলে ছগে ।means "he fell during the walking" here same word "পড়ে" has two different meaning. 
C. Why Semantic analysis of Root word need?
Verb is the main part of any sentence for any native language. Any Sentence can complete without subject or object. But without verb no sentence is complete. So verb analysis is need to converting from Bangla to UNL. And verb is the combination of root word and suffixes. And root word is titled as entry node when converting any native language to UNL. And not only verb but also other word is derived from a root word that may have the different transformations. This happens because different morphemes are added with it as suffixes. Therefore, the meaning of the word varies for its different transformations. We developed the following rules to this problem.
III. AMBIGUITY OF BANGLA WORD IN SENTENCES
It is necessary to make universal words in the context of bangle sentence and their usage. Converting to the English sentence and then make the universal word for Bangla language will not be semantically correct. In that case enconversion and deconversion will not be correct also.
If we check for some sentences like below:
ÒmK ‡jB GK ¶z ‡i gv_v gywo ‡q ‡Q †`LwQ, cix ¶vq mevB †dj K ‡i ‡Q|Ó Here, Ò ¶z ‡i gv_v gywo ‡q ‡QÓ -this clause means to have similar in nature. And in it is a type of Bagdhara. We have to make UW directly from Bangla sentence and it bear the correct meaning than. Both the enconversion and deconversion process will satisfy it.
On the other hand there should have some dictionary entries for special Bangla words which are called ÒGK K_vq cÖKvkÓ| This means to express a group of words in a single word shortly.
w` ‡b †h GKevi Avnvi K ‡i-GKvnvix| ‡Q ‡jwU w` ‡b GKevi Avnvi K ‡i| ‡Q ‡jwU GKvnvix| Both the sentences are same in meaning. So, the Enconversion as well as Deconversion system should know this. It needs to know semantically the use of root word in each sentence same root carry different meaning. For this it needs to analyze the words in the sentences before and after the main root/verb. The parser need to know which particular dictionary entry has to retrieve to make the universal word.
G Mv ‡Qi wkKo
If the meaning of the root word is: [hv]-'go'; -then the dictionary entry will be [hv]{}"go(icl>do)"(ROOT, BANJANT) when it is of [hv]-spread than.
Rules for solving ambiguity of Bangla Root word [13] [14] [17] . (  ) (1st , 2nd and 3rd ) There have two reasons to get better performance than other methods. The first reason is the effect of the approach in case of Bangla language. For example, the existing way to find the UNL expression uses three dimensions to find the enconverted or deconverted output which are i) Dictionary Entry Look-up, ii) Rules of morphological analysis and iii) Semantic Analysis. Since component nodes are created by using these steps, they may be less accurate sue which may not expresses semantically correct output as there are different language constraints. As a result, the converted expression may be grammatically correct one but not be meaningfully correct.
Rule sets 1: a) Some Suffixes (বিভবি) are used immediately after the root (ধাতু ) for sadhu (সাধু ) & cholito (চবিত) both languages. b) Some Suffixes (বিভবি) are changed according to Person ( ) for sadhu (সাধু ) & cholito (চবিত) both languages. c) For sadhu (সাধু ) the suffixes are [ϕ(শূ ন্য বিভবি),iya(ইয়া), ite(ইড়ত) ] . d) For cholito ( চবিত ) the suffixes are [ ϕ(শূ ন্য বিভবি)and e (এ) ] . e) For Person ( ) the suffixes are [ lam( ) , le( ), l( ), ch( ), che( ), chi( ), bo( ), be( )] .
Rule sets 2: sadhu (সাধু ) and cholito (চবিত) language for different Tense ( ) a) If the suffixes (বিভবি) for sadhu (সাধু ) language is [ϕ(শূ ন্য বিভবি) ] then the corresponding suffix (বিভবি) for cholito (চবিত) is [ϕ(শূ ন্য বিভবি) ]. b) If the suffixes (বিভবি) for sadhu (সাধু ) language is ite (ইড়ত) then the corresponding suffix (বিভবি) for cholito (চবিত) is [ϕ(শূ ন্য বিভবি) ]. c) If the suffix (বিভবি) for sadhu (সাধু ) language is iya (ইয়া) then the corresponding suffix for cholito (চবিত) is e [(এ)].
Rule set 3: Person
The second reason is the determination of the number of component nodes path for constructing desired output. Although the nature of input is meaningfully different as seen in Table-1 and Table 2 , existing approach uses the grammatical attributes to select component nodes for all problems. However, Attribute Analysis Approach uses different options to get actual path in the component networks for different input sentence based on the nature of input.
Flow Chart of our proposed program Architecture is shown below: Here, Input sentence: The Bengali sentence which will be converted to UNL expression. This sentence is given as string.
Example: "আ "
Tokenizer: In here the input sentence "String" is devide into tokens.
Example: "আ " " " " "
Token Token Token
Validator: It check that is the is the tokens are arranged in right order or check is there any grammatical mistakes in the given sentence or "String" or "Tokens".
Example: "আ " -Invalid "আ " -Valid En-Converter: It convert the given sentence or "String" or "Tokens" in UNL expression.
Example: "আ " UNL Expression: {unl} agt(eat(icl>consume>do,agt>living_thing,obj>concrete_thing,i ns>thing).@entry.@present,i(icl>person)) obj(eat(icl>consume>do,agt>living_thing,obj>concrete_thing, ins>thing).@entry.@present,rice(icl>grain>thing)) {/unl} V. CONCLUSION Semantic Analysis Approach improves correct method of enconversion of UNL expression of Bangla language. A new technique has been proposed in this thesis work. The new technique used a constructive approach to determine the universal words of Bangla language. The novelty of this method is that, it used straightforward and simple technique to determine the ambiguity of Bangla word as well as the diversified usage of words in sentences for a given Bangla sentence. Semantic Analysis Approach first tried to solve the given problem by some example sentences, than it finds out required approaches to get semantically valid equivalence to get actual meaning of the sentence.
Semantic Analysis Approach explores a new era in universal word construction, i.e., determining number of paths by analyzing the dictionary entries; which leads to creates good options to find appropriate meaning of the input sentence for proper enconversion and deconversion process.
